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BATCYCLE
Batman Family, Vehicle

NITRO-ASSISTED ACCELERATION (Running Shot)

Trailing Darkness Batcycle can use Smoke Cloud as a 
free action immediately after the resolution of an action in which it 
moved, but the first hindering terrain marker must be placed in a 
square moved through by Batcycle this turn.

GYRO-STABILIZED EVASION (Energy Shield/Deflection)

KEVLAR-CERAMIC COWLING (Toughness)

PEEL OUT (Combat Reflexes)

AUTOPILOT: 25 
PILOTED:      50

GADGETS FOR EACH OCCASION (Perplex)

PILOT ABILITIES

Familiar Controls
Prerequisites:  or Batman Family keyword.
Batcycle can use Stealth and Outwit

Helped Rebuild It 
Prerequisites: Alfred Pennyworth, Batgirl, Batman, Batwoman, Bruce Wayne, 
Robin, or Nightwing 
Batcycle modifies its attack and defense values by +1
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VEHICLES 
A vehicle is a HeroClix character marked with the  defense symbol. Vehicles 
can be played in one of two modes, Autopilot and Piloted, each with its own 
point value.You must choose which mode the vehicle will be played in when 
building your force. A vehicle can use the Carry ability, but does not modify 
its speed value from it and can carry up to the maximum number of friendly 
characters indicated on the vehicle’s base next to the  symbol. When using 
the Carry ability, vehicles ignore the combat symbols of friendly characters. 
Vehicles can use    . Vehicles can make ranged combat attacks 
against opposing characters to whom it can draw a line of fire, even when it is 
adjacent to an opposing character. A vehicle can’t be dealt damage through the 
Mastermind power.

AUTOPILOTED VEHICLES When a vehicle in Autopilot mode is 
given an action, after actions resolve, if the vehicle made an attack during that 
action, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

PILOTED VEHICLES A friendly character adjacent to a vehicle in 
Piloted mode can be given a free action to become the vehicle’s pilot (unless 
the character is a vehicle or can use Battle Fury). A vehicle in Piloted mode 
may only have one pilot at a time. A character who becomes a vehicle’s pilot 
is removed from the battlefield and placed on the vehicle’s character card; all 
of a pilot’s powers and abilities are ignored, unless a game effect specifies it 
activates when the character is a pilot. When a character becomes its pilot, the 
vehicle may not be given an action until your next turn. A vehicle may have 
additional traits called Pilot Abilities. When a pilot matches any prerequisite 
listed for a pilot ability, the vehicle possesses that trait.

A vehicle’s pilot can eject from the vehicle and return to the battlefield by giving 
the vehicle a free action, as long as the character did not become the vehicle’s 
pilot during the same turn. When a pilot ejects, place the character in a square 
adjacent to the vehicle (or the closest unoccupied square it can legally occupy); 
the character may not be given a non-free action this turn and it may not be 
given an action to become this vehicle’s pilot this turn. 

The time between a character becoming a pilot and being ejected is called a 
trip. During a game, different characters may take a trip in a given vehicle. 
The same character might take multiple trips with a vehicle. Once per trip, the 
vehicle may be given a free action to replace its combat values with any or all 
of the combat values of its pilot. When you do, the pilot is dealt 1 unavoidable 
damage at the beginning of your next turn even if it is no longer the pilot of 
that vehicle. If the pilot can now use Battle Fury, it immediately ejects.

When a vehicle in Piloted mode does not have a pilot and is given a non-free 
action, after actions resolve, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

WRECKED VEHICLES When a vehicle is knocked out it is wrecked. A 
wrecked vehicle is defeated but its figure remains on the battlefield; all of its 
powers, abilities, and values are ignored and it is considered an ultra-heavy 
object until the end of the game. If a vehicle has a pilot when it is wrecked, the 
pilot immediately ejects into a square of its controller’s choosing and is dealt 1 
unavoidable damage.

RAM Some vehicles have the Ram combat ability:

Give this character a move action; it may only move along a straight horizontal 
or vertical path and it can’t change its orientation. After actions resolve, make 
a close combat attack as a free action that targets all opposing characters 
that were moved through. Each hit character is dealt this character’s damage 
value and deal this character 1 unavoidable damage for each 100 points of 
characters dealt damage during the movement.
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ROBINCYCLE
Batman Family, Vehicle

MICROJET BOOSTER (Running Shot)

CLOSE DEFENSE TASERS (Flurry)

LIDAR THREAT EVASION SYSTEM 
(Energy Shield/Deflection)

ABLATIVE ARMOR (Toughness)

MICRO-HEAT VEHICLE DISABLERS 
(Ranged Combat Expert)

AUTOPILOT: 34    
PILOTED:      41

PILOT ABILITIES

Batcomputer-Assisted Target Detection
Prerequisites:  or 
Robincycle can use Enhancement. It can also use Perplex, but it can only 
modify its own attack and range values.

Tear Gas Canisters  
Prerequisites: Batgirl, Nightwing, Red Robin, or Robin
Robincycle can use Incapacitate. When it uses Incapacitate, if the attack hits 
and the result of the attack roll is doubles, you may also place an action token 
on 1 opposing character adjacent to the target.
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VEHICLES 
A vehicle is a HeroClix character marked with the  defense symbol. Vehicles 
can be played in one of two modes, Autopilot and Piloted, each with its own 
point value.You must choose which mode the vehicle will be played in when 
building your force. A vehicle can use the Carry ability, but does not modify 
its speed value from it and can carry up to the maximum number of friendly 
characters indicated on the vehicle’s base next to the  symbol. When using 
the Carry ability, vehicles ignore the combat symbols of friendly characters. 
Vehicles can use    . Vehicles can make ranged combat attacks 
against opposing characters to whom it can draw a line of fire, even when it is 
adjacent to an opposing character. A vehicle can’t be dealt damage through the 
Mastermind power.

AUTOPILOTED VEHICLES When a vehicle in Autopilot mode is 
given an action, after actions resolve, if the vehicle made an attack during that 
action, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

PILOTED VEHICLES A friendly character adjacent to a vehicle in 
Piloted mode can be given a free action to become the vehicle’s pilot (unless 
the character is a vehicle or can use Battle Fury). A vehicle in Piloted mode 
may only have one pilot at a time. A character who becomes a vehicle’s pilot 
is removed from the battlefield and placed on the vehicle’s character card; all 
of a pilot’s powers and abilities are ignored, unless a game effect specifies it 
activates when the character is a pilot. When a character becomes its pilot, the 
vehicle may not be given an action until your next turn. A vehicle may have 
additional traits called Pilot Abilities. When a pilot matches any prerequisite 
listed for a pilot ability, the vehicle possesses that trait.

A vehicle’s pilot can eject from the vehicle and return to the battlefield by giving 
the vehicle a free action, as long as the character did not become the vehicle’s 
pilot during the same turn. When a pilot ejects, place the character in a square 
adjacent to the vehicle (or the closest unoccupied square it can legally occupy); 
the character may not be given a non-free action this turn and it may not be 
given an action to become this vehicle’s pilot this turn. 

The time between a character becoming a pilot and being ejected is called a 
trip. During a game, different characters may take a trip in a given vehicle. 
The same character might take multiple trips with a vehicle. Once per trip, the 
vehicle may be given a free action to replace its combat values with any or all 
of the combat values of its pilot. When you do, the pilot is dealt 1 unavoidable 
damage at the beginning of your next turn even if it is no longer the pilot of 
that vehicle. If the pilot can now use Battle Fury, it immediately ejects.

When a vehicle in Piloted mode does not have a pilot and is given a non-free 
action, after actions resolve, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

WRECKED VEHICLES When a vehicle is knocked out it is wrecked. A 
wrecked vehicle is defeated but its figure remains on the battlefield; all of its 
powers, abilities, and values are ignored and it is considered an ultra-heavy 
object until the end of the game. If a vehicle has a pilot when it is wrecked, the 
pilot immediately ejects into a square of its controller’s choosing and is dealt 1 
unavoidable damage.

RAM Some vehicles have the Ram combat ability:

Give this character a move action; it may only move along a straight horizontal 
or vertical path and it can’t change its orientation. After actions resolve, make 
a close combat attack as a free action that targets all opposing characters 
that were moved through. Each hit character is dealt this character’s damage 
value and deal this character 1 unavoidable damage for each 100 points of 
characters dealt damage during the movement.
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GCPD MOTORCYCLE
Gotham City, Police, Vehicle

STUN GRENADES IN THE SADDLEBAG 
(Energy Explosion)

TRAFFIC CONTROL (Barrier)

REDLINING IN THE LINE OF DUTY (Willpower)

AUTOPILOT: 19     
PILOTED:      27

PILOT ABILITIES

Stay On Target
Prerequisites:  or Police keyword
Once per turn, when a friendly character adjacent to GCPD Motorcycle rolls an 
attack and misses but the attack roll is doubles (other than a critical miss), you 
may reroll the attack roll. After the attack resolves, deal GCPD Motorcycle 1 
unavoidable damage

Call For Backup
Prerequisites: Prerequisites: Any character with “GCPD” or “Gordon” in its 
name.
Give GCPD Motorcycle a power action and roll 2d6. Any number of friendly 
characters with the Police team ability may immediately be given move actions 
as free actions as long as 1) all moved characters end their move adjacent to 
GCPD Motorcycle, and 2) the combined total number of squares the characters 
move does not exceed the total rolled by GCPD Motorcycle.
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VEHICLES 
A vehicle is a HeroClix character marked with the  defense symbol. Vehicles 
can be played in one of two modes, Autopilot and Piloted, each with its own 
point value.You must choose which mode the vehicle will be played in when 
building your force. A vehicle can use the Carry ability, but does not modify 
its speed value from it and can carry up to the maximum number of friendly 
characters indicated on the vehicle’s base next to the  symbol. When using 
the Carry ability, vehicles ignore the combat symbols of friendly characters. 
Vehicles can use    . Vehicles can make ranged combat attacks 
against opposing characters to whom it can draw a line of fire, even when it is 
adjacent to an opposing character. A vehicle can’t be dealt damage through the 
Mastermind power.

AUTOPILOTED VEHICLES When a vehicle in Autopilot mode is 
given an action, after actions resolve, if the vehicle made an attack during that 
action, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

PILOTED VEHICLES A friendly character adjacent to a vehicle in 
Piloted mode can be given a free action to become the vehicle’s pilot (unless 
the character is a vehicle or can use Battle Fury). A vehicle in Piloted mode 
may only have one pilot at a time. A character who becomes a vehicle’s pilot 
is removed from the battlefield and placed on the vehicle’s character card; all 
of a pilot’s powers and abilities are ignored, unless a game effect specifies it 
activates when the character is a pilot. When a character becomes its pilot, the 
vehicle may not be given an action until your next turn. A vehicle may have 
additional traits called Pilot Abilities. When a pilot matches any prerequisite 
listed for a pilot ability, the vehicle possesses that trait.

A vehicle’s pilot can eject from the vehicle and return to the battlefield by giving 
the vehicle a free action, as long as the character did not become the vehicle’s 
pilot during the same turn. When a pilot ejects, place the character in a square 
adjacent to the vehicle (or the closest unoccupied square it can legally occupy); 
the character may not be given a non-free action this turn and it may not be 
given an action to become this vehicle’s pilot this turn. 

The time between a character becoming a pilot and being ejected is called a 
trip. During a game, different characters may take a trip in a given vehicle. 
The same character might take multiple trips with a vehicle. Once per trip, the 
vehicle may be given a free action to replace its combat values with any or all 
of the combat values of its pilot. When you do, the pilot is dealt 1 unavoidable 
damage at the beginning of your next turn even if it is no longer the pilot of 
that vehicle. If the pilot can now use Battle Fury, it immediately ejects.

When a vehicle in Piloted mode does not have a pilot and is given a non-free 
action, after actions resolve, deal it 1 unavoidable damage.

WRECKED VEHICLES When a vehicle is knocked out it is wrecked. A 
wrecked vehicle is defeated but its figure remains on the battlefield; all of its 
powers, abilities, and values are ignored and it is considered an ultra-heavy 
object until the end of the game. If a vehicle has a pilot when it is wrecked, the 
pilot immediately ejects into a square of its controller’s choosing and is dealt 1 
unavoidable damage.

RAM Some vehicles have the Ram combat ability:

Give this character a move action; it may only move along a straight horizontal 
or vertical path and it can’t change its orientation. After actions resolve, make 
a close combat attack as a free action that targets all opposing characters 
that were moved through. Each hit character is dealt this character’s damage 
value and deal this character 1 unavoidable damage for each 100 points of 
characters dealt damage during the movement.
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